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Here's what's new at NCRonline.org today on Crisis in the Church, the abuse
scandal: 

US cardinals reject Vatican diplomat's claims of widespread cover-up of
abuse

NCR Today: I stay Catholic, believing this church is better than it shows
itself to be

Cupich urges accountability in fellow bishops, lay leadership on abuse
issue

Cardinal DiNardo seeks papal audience, answers to former nuncio's
questions

As survivors find voice, church leaders wrestle with how to address issue

Bishops nationwide reflect on ramifications of grand jury report
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Column: I question whether systems can be forgiven

Column: Archbishop Chaput sounds clueless in 'conservative' interviews

Other abuse coverage around the web: 

For Catholic parents, choosing to raise kids in a church marred by sex abuse
is a 'painful thing'

Why it’s so hard to hold priests accountable for sex abuse

In other news on NCRonline.org today: 

Justice Action Bulletin: Faith in Action wants to motivate voters

Eco Catholic: Painted nails on humans speak to beauty, utility

Commentary: To end abortion, don't ban it. Support families instead.

At Global Sisters Report: 

The Life: Ecumenism in experience, sisters share their spiritually enriching
encounters

Reporting assignment on refugees teaches invaluable lessons

Column: Consecrated for a mission

Q & A with Sr. Mary Jean Ryan on running a health care system for 25 years

Advertisement

In other news around the web: 

Millennial Evangelicals Diverge from Their Parents’ Beliefs

Clergy not prepared to meet congregations' mental health needs

The couple who planted a church and the suburb that grew it

China and Europe stand out on world map of atheism
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Rediscovery of a Depression-era survey reminds us that assumptions about
what drives voters can be very mistaken

China targets rumors, religion in updated party rules

Catholic priest says life in danger for criticizing Duterte

Italy: Catholic leaders reject politics at migrants’ expense
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